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NEGROES ANONYMOUS

DIVINEION1

I AM A NEGRO!

Once a Negro. Always a Negro?

All Black persons that live in lands that have been stolen, colonized and contain private property are potential members of Negroes Anonymous. They all can qualify as recovering Negroes. All People of Color, no matter what land, that do not speak the language of their ancestors, but speak the language of their oppressor or colonizer, are potential members of Negroes Anonymous. They too can qualify as recovering Negroes.

God grant them the serenity to accept the things they cannot change. (Most feel like they can’t change sh*t, but they talk a lot of crap!)

God grant them the courage to change the things they can. (The only thing that has changed is the Old White World Order has become the New White World Order).

God give them the wisdom to know the difference. (One thing for sure is that God is giving out plenty of wisdom, but that wisdom is being traded to have a place with the devil!)

They behave, dress and talk like white people all day long, until they hit the hood and see their family. Then they wanna break their mugs down. If it ain’t happy-hour, they go to bed to rest up for their work for the next white day. Yes, from sunrise to sunset, they must please and make the white collective feel loved. They cannot function without them. Negroes even vote to make the white collective feel comfortable. Some Negroes done fell off-the wagon and done bumped their head!

They study all the white lessons, to get a good white-education, to get a good-job from white people. They celebrate all white people’s holidays, as if they were their own holidays, because white people give them a day off.

Now any recovering Negro can tell you how they lost their dignity when they were a Negro. Any recovering Negro can tell you they didn’t know who they were and what they were doing when they were a Negro. All Negroes will disclose that white people were their best friends when they were a Negro. (J.F.K., Jackie O, Mr. Bacardi, Bill & Hillary Clinton, Mr. Bo Bo, Abe Lincoln, Old Taylor, Marilyn Monroe, Old Grand Dad, Bernie Sanders, Victoria Secret, Jack Daniel’s, Lady Ga Ga, David Bowie, Madonna, the people of Crown Royal and the white-girl cocaine). Recovering Negroes can tell you of the times when they got mad or disgusted with each other, and

I guess now we have to live our lives “ONE DAY AT A TIME”.

(We are getting lynched and picked-off one at a time, one day at a time. If we tried to plan for the second day, the boss might change his mind and lay our azz off!)

Now we all know that some Black people have not recovered from being Negroes. They still off the wagon. They still are having relapses.

When a Negro falls off-the wagon, white people are their best friends. They wake up in the morning with or for them. They rush to work with a smile on their face, just to please white people.

they’d call each other Niggas! They know of times when they worked against the unity of their people.

Most Negroes are in denial about their Negritude. They think they got it going on or something. We all have a Negro in our families, but just like an alcoholic or a junkie, you catch hell trying to convince them to cut out those Negro behaviors. Negroes get by just by being functional. Any Negro can hold down a job, go to school, vote, sing, dance and play with balls, but if they have to do anything outside of functional behavior, they get real Niggerish on you. Know what I mean Negro?

You’ll always be a Negro until you start facing up to the reality of Global White Supremacy. Until then, everything that you think you know will only confuse you. No white boy wearing a diaper or a suit & tie is gonna save you. You can stay on your knees all your life, but you will still be a lost soul. No Hollywood or made for TV productions are gonna help to keep your family together. No amount of Europe based-education is gonna make anyone see you in a dignified light. No amount of money (cheddar) is gonna make people respect you. Voting for other people’s children means your race families’ needs come last. People that respect themselves, as human beings will resist to the death the dehumanizing process of being made a Negro. Sooner or later, we all gonna have to recover!

I AM A RECOVERING NEGRO!

Once a Negro, but never again!
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Indigenous people in Canada are around 4.4% of the population, according to Statistics Canada’s 2001 census. Their lives are controlled by the Indian Act, which tries to get them to give up their color, their land, their culture and their languages. This process has been going on for over 500 years.

Afrikans always knew that Caucasians were more animal than anything else.

People indigenous to the area now know as the United States, had very few illnesses and disease until the European came.

Black men and Black women have been one since the beginning of time on this planet, time & space. Many have tried to break them apart, but have been unsuccessful for millions of years. Black men and Black women remain together for their continuance into forever.

3 Black Popes: Victor, Miltiades & Gelasius.

There is no such thing as a Nubian American. Nubian can be in the United States, but they are not of the United States.

Afrikans did not live in nation states, but territorial states.

All African people come from the womb. None ever came from a rib.

In the United States, the institution of chattel slavery ushered in the destruction of the Black family. Before that time our families were intact.

You must catch a Black woman’s feeling to have access to the Black community.

Lions hang out on the plains, not in the jungle.

All the 72 pyramids in Afrika were built before Abraham was born.

Black Facts

All knowledge is rooted in reality

77% of young people killed in Brazil are Black.

Pharaoh Hatshepsut, a Black woman, was the only woman to rule the world.

By nature, if you invite Afrikan women to a fight, they will be there.

Afrikans in America are in conflict, because the culture there does not fit their souls. We did not come out of a culture where one has to compete for everything.

Black people are not Black because of White people.

There was nothing called a pyramid before Afrikan genius created it.

The Nile river was originally called the river Hapi.

Light is born from darkness. Darkness is the primordial reality

Black children have a “deep memory bank” and their “instant recall ability” from memory is outstanding. These abilities are usually higher in these perspectives than children in other groups.

In ancient times, locs and braided hairstyles were a sign of divinity.

The Moors were the first to have the fire stick (gun). The Europeans just took it to another level.

Indigenous people in Canada are around 4.4% of the population, according to Statistics Canada’s 2001 census. Their lives are controlled by the Indian Act, which tries to get them to give up their color, their land, their culture and their languages. This process has been going on for over 500 years.

Afrikans always knew that Caucasians were more animal than anything else.

People indigenous to the area now know as the United States, had very few illnesses and disease until the European came.

Black men and Black women have been one since the beginning of time on this planet, time & space. Many have tried to break them apart, but have been unsuccessful for millions of years. Black men and Black women remain together for their continuance into forever.
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There is no such thing as a Nubian American. Nubian can be in the United States, but they are not of the United States.

Afrikans did not live in nation states, but territorial states.

All African people come from the womb. None ever came from a rib.

In the United States, the institution of chattel slavery ushered in the destruction of the Black family. Before that time our families were intact.

You must catch a Black woman’s feeling to have access to the Black community.

Lions hang out on the plains, not in the jungle.

All the 72 pyramids in Afrika were built before Abraham was born.
Black people in America are segregated voters. They do not control their own politics.

A Japanese proverb states that: “For a Samurai to be brave, he must have a bit of Black blood.”

Afrikans usually have a hard time seeing and recognizing Arabism, Islamic colonization.

There are at least 3,000 marriages between Germans males and Afrikans females per year. These women are reduced to slavery, servitude or prostitution when they are taken to Europe.

During slavery, marriage was outlawed for Afrikans. Men and women were not allowed to be affectionate with each other.

To Afrikans, not only is God both man and woman, but the Devil is also both man and woman.

If Afrikans cut off their cobalt from the world, nobody could make another plane.

In the new millennia, the major source of all Black people’s problems across the planet is still White Supremacy!

In ancient Afrika, the heart was the icon that symbolized the seat of intelligence.

It is the Europeans that taught Africans in America that anyone could give 10% of their salary to any one of the Christian churches controlled by European philosophy and then one could go out and commit sins against humanity.

With the color caste system (Varna) in India, the majority of the jobs leaving the United States and going to India are given to the Brahman upper class patrons to disseminate to those lower than them.

More Black men went to jail under NAACP award winner Billy Clinton than under Ronald Reagan, Poppa or Baby Bush

Afrikans were here before Jehovah, before Allah and before Adam & Eve.

Caucasians are out of the caves of Europe because of Afrikans.

Ancient Egypt (Kemet) was the first nation to place it’s records in stone.

When Panama was bombed by the United States, the areas that were bombed were the areas that Black people lived in.

Afrikan people in the Motherland were a people that lived in places where they did not have to kill to live.

Afrikan men don’t destroy and kill animals for sport.

To Afrikans, education is the reproduction and refinement of ourselves.

Most Black murders in the United States Black communities occur within 500 feet of a liquor store.

There are still words in Afrikan languages for which there is no equivalent word in English.

Before it was perverted, Christianity was an attempt to restore shattered Afrikan culture after the Roman invasion.

The American continent was originally a Black continent. The Otomies of Mexico, the Caracols of Haiti, the Matayas of Brazil and the Albinos of Panama, are the remains of the aboriginal Black race out of which developed later, what is known as the Red or American peoples.

The Holy Ghost is the feminine aspect of the God force in the universe, the sacred fire of the kundalini. A Black man cannot accomplish anything without that inspiring force.

The main, metaphysical tool that Europeans are using to program Africans is the Bible, with the Koran running a close second.

F. Y. I.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

COUNTRIES WITH THE LARGEST ISLAMIC POPULATIONS TOP TEN

INDONESIA
PAKISTAN
INDIA
BANGLADESH
TURKEY
IRAN
EGYPT
NIGERIA
ALGERIA
MOROCCO

F. Y. I

COUNTRIES WITH THE LARGEST JEWISH POPULATIONS TOP TEN

United States
Israel
France
Canada
Russia
United Kingdom
Argentina
Most Black women in the Americas are afraid to be Afrikan! When more Black women start standing-up, it will cause other Black women to be liberated from fear and the Afrikan community will prosper from it.

Black women must come together in the Black Church and do something with the spirit - they can’t just come together and say we got the spirit - they must actually do something with it, as they did when they were not afraid to be what they are: Afrikans!

The difference between a religious person and a spiritual person is that the religious person cannot manifest the creator within them.

Sisters, bring us the spirit! I believe we can fly!

MEN RUMORED TO BE NEGRO PRESIDENTS:
(One drop rule)
ABRAHAM LINCOLN
JOHN HANSON
THOMAS JEFFERSON
ELIAS BOUDINOT
ANDREW JACKSON
WARREN G. HARDING
GEORGE WASHINGTON

CYRUS GRIFFIN
DWIGHT D. EISENHOWSER
ALEXANDER HAMILTON

There were several more under the two drop rule. Many of these men at one time would have been considered Mulattos, Quadroons, Octoroons or Negro. When doing your research always follow the bloodline of the Mother. That is usually the line that is the most likely hidden or the one most wanted to be forgotten for racism’s sake. In early America there was a limited amount of what was considered FREE women, most of which were not White. Good Luck!
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spirit cannot be destroyed This is Black Consciousness.Com

A MASON

The Gospel According To Bobby Hemmitt

“Y’all all right! My brother was a Mason… Mason of the year for 10 years in S.C. and he’ll tell ya we don’t know shit, but drinking liquor and driving a cab Gimme some questions!”

THE HUMAN ARTIFICIAL

The Gospel According To Bobby Hemmitt

“You to tellin me we fell into some ice and turn white? We got all this advance knowledge and we can’t get the fuck out the snow. We advance, you know gods, we built the pyramids and you mean to tell me we couldn’t build a good ass snow sled? Come on now! A Nigga can’t stand a cold room to this day. How the fuck he gonna stand some ice? Anyway moving on”

PICK YOUR LEADERS

The Gospel According To Dr. Julia Hare

“You folks are still allowing White folks to choose their leaders. Do you believe that Israelis would allow the Arabs to choose their leaders? The Chinese would allow the Japanese to choose their leaders for them? Would the British allow the Irish to choose their leaders? Do you think that lions would allow tigers to lead them in the jungle? It’s only Black folks who will allow others to come in and pick their leaders for them!”

THE POWER

The Gospel According To Dr. Asa G. Hilliard III
“Someone is really concerned about the power of what we have done in the last century. The last century for Afrikan people has been awesome. The scholarship that has uncovered the truth of the Afrikan experience has been awesome. The return to the control of the socialization process...Black Male Academy, Afrikan Centered Curriculum, Afrikan Schools...has been awesome. And therefore, for white supremacist scary. But that’s what we intend to do in this millennium. Scare the hell out of them!”

THE WORD NEGRO
The Gospel According To
Sonia Sanchez

“Negro is an interesting word. This country could not call us Africans, because if it had, we would have understood some things about ourselves. We would not have been this 'Negro America', constantly enslaved even after slavery. It would have given us a sense of continuity. So, they had to say 'colored' and 'Negro' and 'nigger' to keep us in our place to remind us that we were only from this country.”

The Gospel According To
Ayi Kwei Armah

“A healer needs to see beyond the present and tomorrow. He needs to see years and decades ahead. Because healers work for results so firm, they may not be wholly visible till centuries have flowed into millennia. Those willing to do this necessary work, they are the healers of our people.”

TWO THOUSAND SEASONS
The Gospel According To
Ayi Kwei Armah

"...he is no liberator whose skill lies in calling loudly to the bound, the trapped; the impotent enslaved, to rise upon their destroyers. The liberator is he who from a necessary silence, from a necessary secrecy strikes the destroyers. That, not loudness, is the necessary beginning.”

LOVE OURSELVES
The Gospel According To
Dr. Amos Wilson

“We shall see, that the greatest threat to those who rule over us, is the love we have for ourselves.”

THE CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE
The Gospel According To
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

“I feel the Creator of the Universe is saying, “I made you Black. You want to worship a White image of God, then don’t call on me for any help until you can look in the mirror and respect your Black self!”

BLACK MANHOOD & THE FAMILY
The Gospel According To
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

“A people whose men are crippled, will forever be oppressed.

MALE & FEMALE FOREVER EVER
The Gospel According To
Dr. Charles Finch

“In the ancient, Afrikan conception, there is no male without female, no female without male ever. You never have them separate. They always come together. There is no universe with that complimentary there!”

METAPHYSICAL ASPECT OF THE HOMOSEXUAL THING
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The Gospel According To
Bobby Hemmitt

“We know that some of the origins of the homosexual thing on this planet is because of how the rights of passage is broken down. A lot of times, it’s a past life where the mother f**ker was a female, reincarnated as a male and carried some of that over, but the society we live in don’t have the rights of passage to correspond a person’s life with what incarnates into the physical body.”

FILTH & LIES
The Gospel According To
Bobby Hemmitt

"Niggas and flies; one spread filth the other spread lies”!!

THE PROCESS OF BEING COLONIZED
The Gospel According To
John C. Mohawk

“Most of the indigenous peoples of the Americas (and all in Canada and the U.S.) faced a very serious reality. In their country, the invaders outnumbered the indigenous, sometimes by hundreds to one. They were not going to go back home. In addition, their stated goal was the eradication of the indigenous nations as nations by eroding all of the elements that make a distinct people a people: their history, their languages, their laws and customs. It took quite a while and a lot of boarding schools, missionaries, and corrupt public officials but the process - being colonized - has had an impact. When an individual loses his or her memory, they cannot recognize other people, they become seriously disoriented, and they don’t know right from wrong. Sometimes they hurt themselves. Something similar happens when a people become colonized. They
6 can’t remember who they are because they are a people without a common history. It’s not that they don’t have a history, it’s just that they don’t know what it is and it’s not shared among them.”

CONSCIOUS OF REALITY
The Gospel According To Professor James Small
“Spirituality is being conscious of reality!”

THAT’S THEIR POLITICS
YOU BETTER RECOGNIZE
The Gospel According To Malcolm X
“The White man controls his own school, his own bank, his own economy, his own politics, his own everything, his own community: but he also controls yours. When you’re under someone else’s control, you’re segregated. They’ll always give you the lowest or the worst that there is to offer!”

THE FRENCH FLAG
The Gospel According To Runoko Rashidi
“Displaying the French flag, for a Black person, is no different than displaying the Confederate flag of the United States. It is no different. France was on of the biggest invaders and colonizers of Africa. France was one of the biggest slave trading countries. France is responsible for the death of tens of millions of African people. And you are going to display the French flag, as some form of solidarity? It is utter foolishness. Indeed, it is an insult to all of the Africans who have come before us. Think about what you are doing.”

A QUESTION OF POWER
The Gospel According To Kwame Ture
“If a White man wants to lynch me, that’s his problem. If he’s got the power to lynch me, that’s my problem. Racism is not a question of attitude; it is a question of power!”

WHITE WOMEN & BLACK BABIES
The Gospel According To High Priestess Chielo Shiloah Israel
“A White woman cannot have a Black baby. The White woman can never give birth to anything Black. Her eggs will only produce what she is. She may get an Asian to stimulate her creativity, but she will have a White baby with Asian features. She can even have a White baby with Afrikan features. The genetics are passed on from both the male and the female, but is that baby Black? You may say it’s Black, but the Universe says” “No, that ain’t one of us”.

WOMAN QUALIFICATIONS
The Gospel According to Sistah Souljah
“Each and every Afrikan woman ought to be more concerned about the struggle of Afrikan people than any Afrikan man, because we are the ones who have produced it all.”

HATER-OGRAPHY
The Gospel According To Dr. Maulana Karenga
“If we talk bad about Black people and the White man talks bad about Black people, who’s left to say anything good about Black people. Just for a short time, say something Black people have done, worthy of
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being mentioned, and stop doing just HATER-OGRAPHY!”

THE PRESS AND LIES
Michael Jackson
“The press is manipulating everything that’s been happening. They do not tell the truth. They are lying. They manipulate our history books. The history books are not true. It’s a lie. The history books are lying. You need to know that, you must know that!”

WHY ARE YOU PROUD TO BE BLACK
Solange
“Watch us walk, watch us move, watch us overcome, listen to our voices, the sway. The resilience. The innovation. The raw unfiltered and untouched soul we have cannot be touched!”

THE MUSIC
Carlos Santana
“First of all, the music that people call Latin or Spanish is really African. So Black people need to get the credit for that”

CONCEAL AND CARRY PERMIT
Wendell Pierce
“If every Black male 18-35 applied for a conceal and carry permit, and then joined the NRA in one day; there would be gun control laws in a second”

BEFORE HE WAS X
### Lena Horne

“Malcolm X raised my consciousness about myself and my people and other people more than any person I know. I knew him before he was Malcolm X.”

**YOU MY OPPISER**

Muhammad Ali

“I ain’t draft dodging. I ain’t burning no flag. I ain’t running to Canada, I’m staying right here. You want to send me to jail? Fine, you go right ahead. I’ve been in jail for 400 tears. I could be there for 4 or 5 more, but I ain’t going no 10,000 miles to murder and kill other poor people. If I want to die, I’ll die right here, right now, fighting you, if I want to die. You my enemy, not no Chinese, no Vietcong, no Japanese. You my opposer, when I want freedom. You my opposer when I want justice.”

---

### THE WAY A SLAVE THINKS

(The Big House Church)

The Gospel According To

Rev. Dr. Phil Valentine

“A slave needs a job. A slave must have a job. And of course all of us gotta play slave at one point or another, but if you’re not rising out of it, if you don’t want off the plantation…something is wrong with you. And most Christian mutha f*ckers are on the plantation and like it there. In fact, the Big House is now the Church House. Everybody wanna run to the Big Church House.”

---

### THE GREATEST

The Gospel According To

Marcus Garvey

“If we as a people realized the greatness from which we came, we would be less likely to disrespect ourselves!”

### WHAT MISTAKES WERE MADE

The Gospel According To’

Neely Fuller

“The purpose for studying Black history is not to find out how great you were. It is to fund what mistakes were made that got us in our current situation!”

### SEXUAL INTERCOURSE

The Gospel According to

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing & Neely Fuller

“No sexual intercourse with any person that classifies themselves as White until such time that White supremacy is eliminated on the entire planet!”

### THAT’S IMPOSSIBLE

The Gospel According to

Dr. Frances Cress Welsing

“We wonder why we’re not making progress. I can’t call myself a bitch, hoe, gangster and thug everyday and then get up and do something constructive. That’s impossible!

### B-MORE POWER

The Gospel According To

William (Billy) Murphy

“There’s been no Black power in Baltimore even though there’s the illusion of Black power! If Mayors don’t use their own power to help the Black community, that’s not power.”

---
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DIVIDED & CONQUERED

The Gospel According To

Booby Adams

“Our brains & minds went dead when we started thinking that Black men and Black women are two separate and distinct groups. If the men get beat down, sooner or later, the women are going to suffer. If the women have to go without, eventually the men are going to suffer. Only a bunch of fools would allow themselves to be played like that. How is it that we let any of our people get whipped and beat and the other half thinks they are going to be just fine? Ain’t that much praying and getting a good education in the world. Too many of our people are just sorry ‘azz family members” convinced they are individuals on a race conscious planet, with no understanding of white supremacy.”

### JESUS

The Gospel According To

Bobby Hemmitt

“I wish a damn Jesus would come back talkin’ bout ‘I’ve come to save you!’...I’ve done went through all the shit down here and Yo ass coulda came back at anytime and you wanna tell me you back to save me...hell naww Nigga you bout to take this ass whoopin!”

### WHITE BOY’S AGENDA

The Gospel According To

Bobby Hemmitt

Get out of the white boy’s agenda, that’s where you fail, cus what’s happening here is this...

We are on a FAST TRACK of becoming gods! Now if we concern ourselves with that little bullshit they doing, we retard our own process! That’s what I’m saying
8
Maan! We gotta get out of their agenda!
Stop Thinking as a Human and Start Thinking like a GOD
You are the Gods, claim your shit!

THINK TANK

BLACK REMEDIES

PART ONE
MICE are not PETS
BY MAGICK1010

Keep your house clean. Keep stored food in plastic containers if possible. Purchase some cotton balls & pure peppermint oil from a health food store. Word is that mice don’t like the smell or are allergic to peppermint oil. Use a couple of the cotton balls to smear peppermint oil along doorways, baseboards and any other places suspected of mouse activity. Place 1 or 2 drops of the oil on a cotton ball and place the cotton balls around the house where the mice have been seen. If any food is available to them, make sure it’s only a small amount of peanut butter, maybe cheese placed in or on a trap. Keep your house clean. Peppermint Oil is a good investment. It may cause those little critters to pack their bags and leave the premises. If you have any extra, wash feet and use extra cotton balls to rub some on the bottoms and sides of the feet as a soother and for foot irritations.

PART TWO
AVOIDING CRACKERS
by UncleJessie@rumble-on-plantation.org

Try to avoid Crackers? Get yourself a conscious Black man or a conscious Black woman. If they are conscious, they will not be a freak. I de double guarantee that after one day, the amount of Crackers in your life and in your mind will drop drastically. You’ll be able to have some peace of mind. You family will start coming closer and closer together trying to repair old wounds and washed-up dreams, if they haven” been totally pulled into White madness and such. Most of your family members that you have a working relationship with won’t be supporting their own destruction and the advancement of White supremacy. Crackers are always trying to make everybody think they superior than us. Crackers want you to love them, worship them and make them happy, whether or not it keeps you unhealthy, wacky and out-of-balance. Everything is all right with Caucasians if you off your path and not in touch with yourself. Now being with a conscious mate won't make you off the hook rich, but you will remain spiritually alive instead of trying to live your life in a fool’s paradise. When you are around conscious people, you and your children are gonna feel and be special. Conscious people may not perform miracles, but you damn sure gonna have their attention and their affection. That ain’t no lie!

PART THREE
OLD PEOPLE BLUES SYNDROME
BY Divine1on1

The struggle continues if you are over 50. If all you think that all you have to do is retire, vote and wait on Jesus, you aren’t doing nothing but getting in good people’s way. You may then be TOO OLD, but when common sense prevails, it’s a reality that you did not live to be 50+ without any skillz. The remedy for these blues, if you got them, is to drop the negative attitude about your people and show somebody some love and what you are about. Be as people active as you can be. If you don’t have some grand children, nieces, nephews or cousins to share moments with, there are millions of younger people out there that need some type of wisdom, guidance and assurances from their elders. If you are that tired & apathetic, than please admit that White people have worked you like a horse and want to put you out in the Ghetto pasture. All the decent people will just have to avoid whatever temple, mosque or church your flock is in. If you can keep your head to the sky and see the beauty in your people, you’ll find plenty of action TO MAKE THOSE BLUES FLY AWAY. It ain’t over till the choir finished singing and you say AMEN!

PART FOUR
WHACK THAT ROACH!
By Sistar Sekmet

If you’ve ever had a problem with roaches, you know that these little critters are a nuisance and unsanitary. They can breed into the thousands if left unchecked. The best remedy I know of for them is a small container of boric acid, commonly called roach powder. Sprinkle the powder in areas where the roaches have appeared, avoiding contact with food preparation space and food. This includes behind and under counters. Roaches love the dark places where they can run and hide out. The trick with the boric acid is that it clings to and burns their legs,
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PART FOUR
WHACK THAT ROACH!
By Sistar Sekmet

If you’ve ever had a problem with roaches, you know that these little critters are a nuisance and unsanitary. They can breed into the thousands if left unchecked. The best remedy I know of for them is a small container of boric acid, commonly called roach powder. Sprinkle the powder in areas where the roaches have appeared, avoiding contact with food preparation space and food. This includes behind and under counters. Roaches love the dark places where they can run and hide out. The trick with the boric acid is that it clings to and burns their legs,
plus they carry it right back to their nest & other buddies when they walk thru it. Once it’s applied to their pathways and trails, you cut their access to your food, furniture and clothing. If you use boric acid (roach powder), it should take about a week to clean out an entire heavily, infested house, if you put it in the right places. I believe that boric acid is much better than using the smelly sprays and toxic chemicals. Just try to keep your counters as clean and crumb free as possible and apply the powder under counters, avoiding food preparation spots. Continue to use roach motels and the like, but be prepared to sweep up roaches with their legs burned off.

LITERACY IS THE 1ST STEP FOR BUILDING A COMMUNITY, NATION OR CIVILIZATION!

Black GrapeVine news- studying good information is a good policy. Yet and still, you never know when you are going to run up on some propaganda for whatever reason. What is a credible source in an insane asylum!

At your Historically Black Colleges and Universities, how many of your instructors are now from HBCU schools? Are we good enough to teach our own or do we provide jobs and tenure for other groups?

Believers don’t have to think. All they have to do is have faith. Then not thinking becomes a tradition!

Did you know that to ask Negroes to support Black businesses is like asking them to stop supporting their God! They will make up every excuse in their Holy BOOK! Lol!

The first stop the Love Train made was in England. Go back and listen to the song. After that, we all know the train was forced off the track, the passengers were robbed and the train stripped of precious metals. If you got a ticket, we know that you are still waiting on that ride. You, Martin Luther King and the Civil Rights All Stars.

Black people, African people, may have to go after States for Reparations. If any State was a

The Nile River was originally called the river Hapi. That was before the Europeans came. Any birth name for anybody or anything out of Africa is irrelevant to them. They discover everything and have a strange habit of giving their subjects and property birth names.

Does the government scare you Shawty? Then you ain’t free!

We need some Black women as governors. Make it so. It ain’t about male or female, it’s about who is going to handle our business about justice and all that other good shyt!

ESSENCE is not Black owned.

Everybody in the Church is having sex, but nobody wants to talk about it. Black adults have a problem talking about sexuality. Why is that? Are they freaks?

Love and affection does not conquer all. A father must spend 20% of his time raising a child and a mother must spend 80% of her time raising a child or that child is damaged for life, forever having problems with relationships.

Go figure news- People go all the way through school, perhaps get a Masters’ or a Doctorate and still have to find a HEAD MASTER!

Black Grape Vine news- The Barack Obama administration has spent $700 million since 2012 promoting the homosexuality agenda overseas — with more than half of that sum being spent in sub-Saharan Africa — and has nothing to show for it except more anti-homosexuality laws and ill will.

Government workers are “sometimes” enemies of the people. Too often they walk around with shyt eating grins, talking about they got theirs and everybody else got theirs to get. Talking and perhaps bragging about their “middle class aspirations. From politicians, to the Federal government, the State employees, the local workers and whatever, who are these people? Are they union or organized? After all, they work for the government! What
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you expect? Times, they are a changing!

OPEN CARRY AND STAND YOUR GROUND!!

The Black Church has a hard time bringing attention to sexual predators, because most of the Black sexual predators believe themselves to be Christians. Good Christian women have been known to fight and give safe harbor to community predators, outcasts and the like! Some Christians don’t have any rules they live by or any compassion for the victims of predators. They don’t really pay attention to what their Good Books say! Whatever!

Africans have 12 melanin centers in the brain. Europeans have 2. The pineal gland connects us to every star, every planet in the universe. A Black person’s pineal gland, when working properly, keeps us in tune with the universe and connects us to each other. Those who are not Black or African, are mostly connected to Europeans.

Many scholars believe that Islam is growing faster than Christianity and Judaism.

Sodom and Gomorrah are modern States of mind in the United States.

Ways of behaving and acting become a LIFESTYLE, if enough people’s parents and their society indoctrinate them with that behavior.

Moor Black GrapeVine news- Vetted Black entertainers have a strange way of talking, when someone is not writing the script for them. Then you really see how much they hate anyone that looks like them. Remember, they have been vetted by Hollyweird!

XXL is not Black owned.

Moor Wigga news- Colorless people are the primary people on the planet that feel like a

transgender dude can actually be a woman. It’s like a woman ain’t shyt that a dude can’t be. To African people, the last thing a male should aspire to be is a woman. What kind of madness are they trying to lay on our planet!

The next time White people say that they evolved from the apes, please believe them. Show some concern when you see Black people of the human kingdom dating and marrying people evolved from the ape and animal kingdom. Crack head babies that are now adults are causing some major problems to our communities with their decisions and choices.

Dog & cat saliva crystallizes and is deadly.

Between 2008 and 2011, 79 percent of the murders of transgender people reported throughout the world took place in Latin America, with a total of 664 cases, according to a study by the International AIDS Alliance.

Using public office for private gain is commonplace.

Homosexuals are the only group, that try to insult people or groups by saying that they are one of them!

When Colorless people take over something, they want to control all of it, not a part of it. Just look at Hip Hop, Rap, RnB, Soul, Jazz, House and Disco! You think they don’t control it? Is rice white? 6 months off the streets and they had control.

You have Arab Muslims and European Christians fighting for land, oil and power while you have Afrikan-Americans in White folks American Empire fighting and selling-out each other trying to get paid and trying to decide which is the lesser of two evils. What Up, don’t we want land, oil and power?

EBONY is not Black owned.
economics ain’t been working for a long time. Too many of the holy people are atheist playing with people’s faith and emotions.

Wigger News- Spy Gate- Wiggers are good at spying on people, learning all their secrets and cultural attributes and then turning those ways against them. Anything that you create, they Copyright, Patent, Publish, Mass Produce, Trade Mark, Deed, License and Claim as their own. If you Black, don’t even try to come at them for no Reparations unless you know how to fight.

Women are three times as likely as men to be bisexual, according to a new study released by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Thursday. Are they gender confused?

BETV is not Black owned.

Europeans do not recognize childhood. What they do recognize is property. From cradle to grave young people are identified as the property of somebody’s state.

Back in the day, Negroes that worked for White people couldn’t use the same toilet as White people. No, Negroes didn’t have a special toilet. They had to go in the alley or the bushes. That was all Negro men, women or children whenever they entered a White environment. God blesses the child that has his own.

Most Black women in the Americas are afraid to be African, a remnant of the brutal slave system they still endure.

Wigga news- Prostitution is outlawed in all 50 States in the United States, except for a few counties in Nevada! Stop lying!

You are more likely to kill yourself with a gun then be killed by a gun!


Gender confusion is becoming a weapon of oppression.

Muhammad, the profit of Islam, was born in Spain.

Back in the day, if you were a Sissy, you were considered a weak ass! Being weak didn’t have as much to do with sexual preferences, as it does in a bullshyt politically correct environment. Now-a-days, there are a lot of weak asses walking around. Most are getting government and religious jobs! Go figure! Just because somebody is making a little bit of money, don’t mean they can’t be a weak ass!

An epidemic of drug abuse and despair has hit white middle-age Americans who have less education, according to a new study co-authored by Nobel Prize-winning economist Angus Deaton. Some say more working-class whites are dying younger because
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they are pessimistic about their economic future. This information is not mainstream!

Swearing isn’t a mental crutch— it’s a sign of verbal intelligence. What the fuck you say? Stop acting like a lil bytch Nigga!

Moor Wigga News-Since Caitlyn Bruce Jenner is now a woman and showing so much courage, does his child still have a father? We think not. LOL!

My Name is Amen!

Keep on telling Black children a white dude came from the North Pole and gave them their “Christmas” gifts, presents or whatever. Just don’t get mad when they look at you, with your Black self and think or say…you ain’t nobody!

What do you call a bunch of people sitting around that don’t believe in themselves or anybody around them? A church, oftentimes a mosque! Do the Math!

All religions are man-made to control thinking.

Is there any difference between a Eunuch and a Transsexual? You figure it out, because I ain’t got time for no dumb shyt!

We need a 100% Black President. We’ve had a half way one and White people acted like little
bytches. What would happen if we actually picked one out, voted then in and they started with the Reparations? One day we might have to finish this mission out.

There are a million Black men in the prison system waiting on justice and there are a million Black women in the church waiting on Jesus. White people are the root cause and the reason for the season.

Moor Black GrapeVine news-
Fibroid tumors are the body using the uterus to have a bowel movement.

One thing we do know…a Crack Head will do anything for money.

As predicted, it nothing to have Black females in the United States and elsewhere, saying they have fell in love with White females. That don’t take no courage.

What happens when you combine mythologies, allegories, metaphors and outright lies besides Hollyweird? LMAO!

Is Western religion really based on the Bible?

THE ROOT is not Black owned.

Keep in mind, when the tables turn, we may have to set up Reservations for White people and call it Devil Land, instead of Disney Land. Then they could fire all the Meth, Heroin and Cocaine they wanted to and shoot as much alcohol as they want up their asses, for a quicker get high!

Hey Yo, when you combine mythologies, allegories, metaphors and outright lies, are you creating a political system or a religion?

Beware African-Americans that hate themselves. They tend to want to put you in the same boat as them, without a paddle. Then they want to pretend you both are in an airplane, only it’s flying backwards. You are supposed to be dumber than them. You are Black and they are passing for White. Remember. They hate themselves, but hate you more!

The BLACK CHURCH is not Black owned. Not anymore! Check it, always exceptions to any rules.

EUROPEAN FACTS

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?)

Believe it or not!

More people in the USA kill themselves with a GUN (suicide) then are killed with a gun (murder).

White people were the first people to kill innocent bystanders with the latest technology.

Britain, with the blessings of the League of Nations, created Iraq and Kuwait!

White people do not view abortion and hysterectomies as female mutilation.

When Europeans acquired the ability to fly with machines, it took them less than 10 years to start dropping bombs on people.

Europeans perceive of blondes and red heads as the most violent of women.

American slavers committed rape; the 1860 census recorded that there were 588,000 mulatto women in the United States.

Russia has recently openly designated the United States and the NATO military alliance as threats to Russian national security.

In the American Empire culture, children learn to mistrust, disrespect and manipulate their parents and elders at early ages.

The Best Man in Greek culture, was the homosexual lover of the man being married to a woman for political reasons.

Nobody pushes more drugs than American doctors do.

In European dominated countries, rapists are more likely to be serial criminals than serial rapists.

Every two minutes, somewhere in America, someone is sexually assaulted.

Christianity didn’t have any literature until the 16th century. That’s partly why it’s called a Western religion.

Colorless people like to herd other groups into confined spaces and call that space a ghetto.

Caucasians are cold-blooded.

Birth control pills are a big-time chemical business in North America.

Only 10% of all reported pedophile are White women. Most cases that involve White women as male or female child abusers are not reported.

The religious organizations of the United States are rather lax when it comes to prosecuting priests and others religious practitioners for child molestation and pedophilia. You are usually hard pressed to find a listing of religious sex offenders on TV or the Internet.

There is no reason for anyone to classify himself or herself as White except for White supremacy.

Europeans promote women putting on layers of artificial skin (make-
up) to temporarily fool the general publics’ eyes.

In the United States, you’ll have no problem finding the gay people. It’s the straight people that are in the closet now.

Russia also has also responded to Western efforts — by deciding in 2013 to ban pro-homosexuality propaganda.

Color-less people must make God a mystery, because they don’t know God.

Nearly half of all pregnancies among American women are unintended and five in 10 of these are terminated by abortion.

Jews and Christians created modern day Islam, remodeling Mohammadism. Abraham is the only, nicely positioned character in all 3 religions. In 1919, the Arab world accepted the Christian and Jewish created Koran.

Europeans in charge take the stance that business is more important than the environment.

The oldest proven synagogue in the world is the Old New Synagogue of Prague, the Czech Republic, built in the 1270’s.

Homosexuals are some of the elite of Caucasian societies. In the United States, those out the closet represent between 1 and 4% of the American population. 59% of them are college educated. Over 51% of them make over $53,000 a year. Over 43% of these homosexuals own property, businesses and land. They are not victims, but they are attempting to normalize their behavior.

Most White people are not thin, are not well dressed, are not wealthy and do not live exciting glamorous and adventurous lives as portrayed by the global White supremacy media.

Researchers found that almost half of forced laborers work in prostitution or the sex industry, close to one-third are domestic workers, and one in 10 works in agriculture. And while examples of forced labor have been found in at least 90 cities in the United States, most are concentrated in states with large immigrant populations like California, Florida, New York and Texas.

THE NEWEST COLORED VILLAGE

Reprint Magick1010

Multiracial Village People are the people who view interracial couples, their children, and mixed race adults as members of a new, cross-cultural, multiracial “community” in the United States. They see this community as unique, distinct, and separate from other ethnic groups and communities of color. Back in the day, White people just called them Niggers or if they wanted to sound politically correct, they just called them Negroes. When poor White people felt threatened, they even called them Mongrel. It was Thomas Jefferson that coined the terms Mulatto and Octoroon for them, amongst other things.

Mixed groups branching off from Afrikan people (the ORIGINAL PEOPLE) is nothing new to the world or us. Many of our people see them as nothing new, only another group of Semites (half-this &-half- that). One difference is that they have yet to acquire any real power or borrow some of our religious principles. The major distinction is that Afrikan people will always show respect to the divine Black woman, our source of regeneration. Those that don’t do have the choice of leaving our community. Let the doorknob hit you, where the good Lord split you!

Still, the most hard-core of Multiracial Village People hold the position that all people of blended racial backgrounds should identify themselves as multiracial, no matter what.

Could they be the new Negroes of the 21st century or are they the same dawg searching for younger, kinder, gentler White Masters to bow wow for? Will they serve Global White Supremacy and try to build off the backs of Black people and receive retribution for dividing up the descendants of Afrikan people? Will they want to start playing the nationality game so their group can get some more benefits? Only time will tell if they are the best of many groups or the worst of many groups! Whatever the case, Black is still the dominant gene on this planet and ain’t nothin’ new under the Black Sun!

VOTE ON THE OFFICIAL REPORT CARD FOR PRESIDENT OBAMA!

http://tinyurl.com/km8ve4

YOU GIVE THE GRADE!

SEE YA!